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Formulating War Service Land Settlement Policy – the Returned 
Sailors Soldiers and Airmen’s Imperial League of Australia and the 
Rural Reconstruction Commission 
 

Troy Whitford and Don Boadle 

 
In 1943 the Curtin Labor Government threw down a direct challenge to the Returned 

Sailors Soldiers and Airmen’s Imperial League of Australia (RSSAILA) by 

establishing a Rural Reconstruction Commission (RRC) and charging it with 

responsibility for formulating recommendations on War Service Land Settlement 

(WSLS). This decision was consistent with the wartime Labor Governments’ 

preference for seeking expert advice through independent commissions of inquiry. 

But it cut across the privileged and ‘undisputed position’ hitherto enjoyed by the 

RSSAILA.1 The League’s ability to shape repatriation policy and pressure 

governments to take measures aimed at ameliorating the hardships suffered by soldier 

settlers after the First World War had been achieved through direct access to 

ministers. Especially critical were the ‘close personal links’ which its National 

President, Sir Gilbert Dyett, had forged with Prime Ministers Bruce and Scullin.2 But 

their successors, Curtin and Chifley, kept the League at arm’s length and compelled it 

‘to make its representations along with other interested parties to investigating 

committees before which it had no privileged standing’.3 

Historians who have written about soldier settlement concentrate on the 

‘disastrous’ First World War experience4 and, like Lloyd and Rees in their 

commissioned history of repatriation, identify the RSSAILA as the ‘most effective 

representative … to the federal government’.5 Garton examines soldier settlement 

after both wars. He makes extensive use of the RSSAILA’s archives at the National 

Library of Australia, emphasises the organisation’s ‘extraordinary capacity to renew 

itself’, but does not analyse its interaction with the RRC in formulating WSLS 

policy.6 Neither does Kristianson, who was one of the first scholars to use the 

RSSAILA archives. However, his study of the League’s effectiveness as a pressure 

group contends that the years 1941-45 were probably ‘the most unsuccessful period’ 

in its history, ‘when many of [its] demands about repatriation were ignored or 
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rejected’ and when it ‘was unable to persuade the Commonwealth to take over 

complete control of soldier settlement’.7 

The few historians who have written about the RRC agree that commissioners 

were conspicuously successful in seizing the initiative on soldier settlement. Their 

second report was delivered to Chifley, the Treasurer and Minister for Post-War 

Reconstruction, in mid-January 1944, just ten months after they had begun taking 

evidence, and provided the guiding principles for the WSLS scheme adopted by the 

Commonwealth and State Governments in October 1944. Butlin and Schedvin 

attribute this outcome to the report’s emphasis on ‘concrete policy considerations’, 

‘the mood of pessimism which guided its preparation’ and, above all, its timeliness.8 

Martin and Penny broadly concur, writing that the second report was the RRC’s one 

substantial success: ‘a remarkable achievement explicable partly as a result of 

ministerial importunity’. Although they insist that the RRC was an independent expert 

inquiry, which operated ‘in the style of a Royal Commission’, their conclusion is that 

the commissioners, when formulating recommendations, became ‘willing tools’, if not 

of ministers, then of senior officers in the Ministry of Post-War Reconstruction, 

notably the Director-General Dr H.C. Coombs and the Director of Research J.G. 

Crawford.9 

The problem with this interpretation is that it is based on cursory examination 

of the recommendations embodied in the RRC’s ten published reports10 and neglect of 

the inquiry process disclosed in its voluminous unpublished transcripts of evidence. 

By evaluating the RRC’s effectiveness or ‘success’ in terms of outcomes—the quality 

and impact of its recommendations—Martin and Penny adopt what Prasser describes 

as the ‘decisionist’ model of public policy making.11 This assumes that the principal 

function of inquiries is to bring disinterested expertise to the formulation of advice for 

decision makers. Degling, Baume and Jones propose an alternative model which 

concentrates on process and assumes that the ‘ultimate policy effectiveness of official 

inquiries’ resides ‘not in their alleged capacity for harnessing disinterested expertise 

but in their capacity for orchestrating negotiation and bargaining between 

stakeholders’.12 The implication here is that commissioners are themselves 

stakeholders who use the actual process of investigation, consultation and negotiation 

to advance their own agendas as well as to accommodate the interests of other 

stakeholders. 
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Analysis of the transcripts of evidence suggests that while the RRC was 

appointed under National Security (Inquiries) Regulations, which enabled 

commissioners to subpoena witnesses (powers they never sought to exercise) and take 

sworn testimony, it did not operate in the ‘quasi-legal’ style of a Royal Commission.13 

Rather it was as an ‘advisory’ inquiry of the type customarily employed in policy 

formation. Unlike an ‘inquisitorial’ inquiry—and particularly a Royal Commission—

appointed to deal with ‘a specific complaint or a scandal or disaster’, a ‘policy 

advisory’ inquiry is informal in procedure. It consequently allows commissioners 

many more opportunities to interact with witnesses in an untrammelled fashion.14 In 

Royal Commissions the commissioners strive not only to maintain their independence 

but also to give the appearance of impartiality and lack of bias by having evidence 

gathered and presented by counsel assisting the inquiry. Having counsel take major 

responsibility for examining witnesses is by its very nature adversarial with two or 

more opinions or viewpoints rigorously tested through cross examination.15 In policy 

advisory inquiries, by contrast, commissioners examine witnesses themselves; directly 

test the witnesses’ competency against their personal experience or against other 

evidence that they have collected or had collected on their behalf; and negotiate, 

bargain, persuade or even cajole to secure agreement on the major 

recommendations.16 

In appointing the RRC Chifley sought men with ‘prestige and wide 

experience, not necessarily expert technically themselves, but capable of using 

experts’.17 He appears to have aimed for an independent, ‘balanced’ membership and 

firmly resisted pressure for direct representation from State Governments and rural 

interest groups, the most persistent of which were the Australian Wheat Growers’ 

Federation and the Queensland Dairymen’s Association.18 His choice as Chairman 

was F.J.S Wise, Minister for Lands and Agriculture (and afterwards Premier and 

Treasurer) in the Labor Government in Western Australia, where, until the 1960s, a 

majority of Caucus held rural and goldfields seats.19 The Deputy Chairman was J.F. 

Murphy, Secretary of the Commonwealth Department of Commerce and Agriculture. 

Murphy, like Wise, was a part-time commissioner and, after being appointed 

Controller-General of Food in May 1943, was able to attend only ‘a limited number’ 

of RRC sittings.20 The two full-time commissioners, S.M. Wadham, Professor of 

Agriculture at the University of Melbourne, and C.R. Lambert, Chairman of the Rural 
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Reconstruction Board of New South Wales, consequently shared the burden of 

touring rural districts, examining witnesses and drafting nine of the RRC’s ten 

reports.21 

All four commissioners enjoyed high public visibility and credibility on 

account of their long, close and practical association with rural industries and rural 

people. Such association did not imply that they would take the side of rural people; 

indeed, when examining witnesses, they rigorously challenged the ‘rural perspective’. 

But all of them, as Wise afterwards recalled, had ‘in some aspect or another … 

experience of the problems associated with the settlement of returned men on the 

land, following the First World War.’22 Wise’s own experience, like Lambert’s, 

derived from administering his State’s rural relief and debt adjustment schemes 

during the 1930s, and Wadham’s from representing the RSSAILA on the Victorian 

Government’s Home Maintenance Board responsible for the reconstruction of 

farming in the Mallee region in 1929-30.23 

Wadham had seen service with the British Army in the Middle East in 1917-

18 and was the RRC’s only returned serviceman. He was also the only commissioner 

to reflect publicly on the RRC’s work. An experienced committeeman, who had been 

a member of the Royal Commission into the Wheat, Flour and Bread Industries in 

1934-36, and a well-known broadcaster and journalist, he maintained that the RRC 

was not an inquiry ‘of the white-washing type’. Political considerations nevertheless 

were to the fore. Commissioners ‘were asked to give first priority to the problems of 

land settlement for returned servicemen’ and were ‘subjected to considerable pressure 

to recommend leasehold tenure’. Wadham noted, with some satisfaction, that they 

‘refused to adopt this policy’.24 

A university colleague described Wadham as ‘one of the most lovable 

personalities in Australian academic life’, but many people found him gruff, hot-

tempered, opinionated, and uncompromising.25 It was one thing to take a controversial 

stance when broadcasting or writing for popular audiences, but quite another to give 

untrammelled expression to these views during evidence-taking. Yet Wadham was 

upfront about his intellectual baggage and bellicose and overbearing when examining 

witnesses on issues like craft education for country children, which had become an 

idée fixe.26 Nor did he hesitate to comment publicly on the RRC’s work, publishing 

pamphlets on rural reconstruction in 1943 and 1944. The second of these declared that 
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farmers were locked into a culture of rural dependency that had been fostered by 

piecemeal fiscal assistance from governments in the years after 1930. He saw 

‘nothing to be gained from keeping farmers on the land producing things which were 

not wanted’ and wasting other ‘people’s time, patience and money’. Farmers, he 

continued, were ‘so accustomed to getting adventitious assistance that they have 

begun to lose independence of thought’; they ought to consider ‘using brains as well 

as brawn’.27 

In his writings and broadcasts, and in his examination of witnesses, Wadham 

was emphatic that WSLS was a subset of land settlement, and needed to be 

considered in the same broad historical context. It was not simply a matter of drawing 

lessons from the failures of post-First World War soldier settlers—whose 

circumstances already had been considered by the Commonwealth Government’s 

Pike Royal Commission, established in 1927-29 to apportion losses between the 

Commonwealth and the States—but of making recommendations that would address 

shortcomings of Australian land use in general. He therefore insisted that the RRC’s 

report on WSLS be preceded by another report, using the historical survey 

methodology which he and Gordon L. Wood had adopted in their 1939 monograph, 

Land Utilization in Australia.28 A chapter of this first report, aptly titled ‘The Lessons 

of the Agricultural History of Australia’, emphasised that the ‘history of land 

utilisation and the farming industries suggests conclusions which are of vital 

significance today. Any policies which do not take into account the lessons of the past 

spring from uninformed optimism.’29 

 

The reason why the RRC was under such pressure to report on WSLS was that 

Cabinet wished to have a Commonwealth policy in place before State Governments 

began setting their own favourable agendas.30 The New South Wales Government had 

introduced a War Service Land Settlement Bill in the Legislative Assembly on 11 

September 1941. According to J.M. Tully, the State’s Minister for Lands, ‘… the 

responsibility of settling on the land ex-members of our forces is really that of the 

Commonwealth Government but we are giving a lead in the matter and hope that it 

will display sufficient courage and backbone to follow that lead’.31 This was a repeat 

of the First World War experience, with State Governments wanting Commonwealth 

Government funding, but seeking to deny the Commonwealth any input into either 
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policy or administration. The point was not lost on staff in the Reconstruction 

Division of the Department of Labour and National Service, who warned colleagues 

in the Prime Minister’s Department against approaching the States about their 

intentions for fear that they make unreasonable demands or complain (as South 

Australia had done to the Pike Royal Commission) that they had been pressured into 

action against their will.32 

Like the Commonwealth, the RSSAILA was concerned to pre-empt State 

action, particularly by New South Wales, which appeared to be ‘endeavouring to get 

in before the Commonwealth Government [could] do anything’.33 On 18 August 1942 

the League’s Federal Executive wrote to Prime Minister Curtin, recalling ‘the tragic 

failure of land settlement after the 1914-18 war under State Government control’, and 

proposing that the Commonwealth take sole charge of soldier settlement by 

appointing ‘Land Committees of returned soldiers in each State, with power to carry 

out all land repatriation measures that may be introduced after the present war’.34 

Curtin gave no commitment and RSSAILA officers divided over tactics. Sir Gilbert 

Dyett wanted to make direct personal representations to ministers. However, strong 

pressure from the Victorian Branch and his failing health compelled him to agree to 

the Federal Executive convening a ‘Land Conference’ that would allow branches 

input to proposals which a RSSAILA deputation would present at a special 

conference with the Commonwealth Government.35 

The League’s 27th Annual Federal Congress meanwhile resolved on 25 

November 1942 that WSLS ought to be a Commonwealth responsibility. But 

overtures to the Commonwealth Government proved unproductive, despite 

representations from Major-General C.H. Brand, a United Australia Party Senator for 

Victoria, who enjoyed regular access to Curtin and was widely acknowledged as 

Parliament’s foremost spokesman for returned soldiers.36 On 29 January 1943 Brand 

asked on notice whether the government would ‘consider calling a conference of 

representatives of the Soldiers’ Land Settlement Committees in each State with the 

object of assisting the Government in formulating a policy of land settlement as a 

means of repatriating ex-service men of this war?’ Chifley’s reply, supplied on 11 

February, was that there would be no special conference: RSSAILA representatives 

would have to present their evidence to the RRC alongside other interests.37 
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Undeterred, the RSSAILA organised a three day conference of its State Land 

Committees on 22-24 February 1943 and Dyett proposed to Curtin that he should 

meet with the RRC in April to present its resolutions.38 But the Queensland Branch, 

still smarting from the failure of the Queensland Government to secure the 

appointment of a Queenslander as one of the commissioners, insisted that branches 

should be permitted to present their views directly to the RRC.39 With Dyett’s 

concurrence, commissioners began by examining the Western Australian Branch on 

25 March in Perth and subsequently heard testimony from every branch and selected 

sub-branches before meeting with the Federal Executive on 31 May to canvas 

provisions that would be incorporated in the League’s draft WSLS bill.40 

Commissioners then arranged a further meeting in Melbourne on 25 October with 

Dyett and representatives of all State Land Committees except Western Australia’s to 

receive the League’s draft. This had been prepared following a second conference of 

Land Committees on 27-28 May and had been submitted directly to governments. It 

embodied the League’s existing commitment to exclusive Commonwealth control 

over WSLS, stipulated that land tenure should be perpetual leasehold, and provided 

that rental should be fixed at 2% of the land’s ‘productive value’.41 

Hearings with the branches were robust but generally cordial. Commissioners 

took care to identify themselves with RSSAILA witnesses, emphasising shared 

experiences, highlighting agreement on guiding principles and trying to persuade 

them to modify untenable proposals. Dyett had told commissioners ‘he would like 

[them] to get local views, even though they might be in conflict with Federal 

[Executive] policy’. Yet there were fewer disagreements than might have been 

expected, either between branches or between branches and commissioners. This was 

partly because commissioners adhered to Wadham’s idea of drawing on historical 

experience and treating WSLS as a subset of land settlement in general, and partly 

because it had been agreed that commissioners would wait until the draft WSLS bill 

was in their hands before they began considering the RSSAILA’s proposed 

arrangements in detail. Disputes between branches over the content of the bill had 

been resolved at the two Land Conferences and by the time representatives met with 

commissioners on 25 October the unresolved issues from the RRC’s standpoint were 

the bill’s unapologetically self-serving provisions and the constitutional and 

administrative impediments to their realisation. Murphy struggled to persuade Dyett 
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to consider amendments, but was met with the retort: ‘Personally I do not believe in 

negotiating.’ Major Millhouse from the South Australian Branch was similarly 

uncompromising, telling Wadham: ‘We do not mind what is done with regard to the 

other settlers providing that the soldier settlers get what we have provided here.’42 

Most branches had been more accommodating, preparing detailed written 

submissions and selecting as witnesses experienced farmers with a firm grasp of 

finance and marketing. For instance, Alfred Yeates from the Western Australian 

Branch was a fruit-grower who had represented producers on the State’s Dried Fruits 

Control Board and chaired its 1932 Royal Commission on Group Settlements and 

Dairying, while Keith Todd, Chair of the New South Wales Land Committee, was an 

irrigation farmer and, as he told Wadham, a former member of his State’s Home 

Maintenance Area Board. ‘So was I’, responded Wadham.43 Wise similarly drew 

attention to shared expertise, telling Queensland’s Fraser East: ‘As an old boy of 

Gatton [Agricultural College], and afterwards something of a successful farmer, I 

know the type of training there’. This did not prevent him from inquiring whether ‘life 

on the land’ was ‘too much of a risk for returned men’. Should they ‘seek something 

more favourable … than … wholesale land settlement’, for instance by training them 

for employment in ‘less hazardous’ secondary industries? East agreed that agriculture 

was indeed risky, but replied that this made it all the more necessary to determine the 

suitability of potential settlers, to offer them appropriate training and advice, to 

provide generous financial concessions, and to ensure that their farms were prepared 

to an adequate standard prior to allocation, but not overcapitalised.44 These ‘valuable 

suggestions’, as the RRC described them in its second report,45 were duly reiterated in 

evidence from other branches and incorporated in the RSSAILA’s draft WSLS bill. 

The League’s suggestions were broadly consistent with the findings of Mr 

Justice Pike and with the views RRC commissioners brought to the inquiry. Pike had 

concluded that ‘the main causes of failure’ among soldier settlers after the First World 

War were: ‘want of capital’; ‘want of home maintenance area’; ‘unsuitability of 

settlers, due to a large extent to war services and want of training’; and ‘drop in the 

value of primary products, chiefly on irrigation areas’. In one of the most damning 

sections of his report, he compared the circumstances of soldier settlers in New South 

Wales with those of civilian settlers on adjacent holdings, and found that ‘the ordinary 

civilian settler had his land on terms far and away superior to those granted to the 
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average soldier settler’.46 The RRC for its part identified the causes of failure as lack 

of experience on the part of settlers, overcapitalisation of farms, falling world 

commodity prices, inadequate agricultural advisory services, poor Commonwealth-

State relations, and difficulties in adjusting farm areas to allow diversified 

production.47 

Making explicit ‘reference to the lessons of the past’, the RRC’s second report 

contended that soldier settlement, like closer settlement in general, had been 

predicated on faulty assumptions about long-term sustainability. During 1918-20 rural 

commodity prices reached unprecedented levels. Exports increased significantly, and 

returns adequately covered production costs. Commentators pointed to the success of 

water conservation and pasture improvement projects, and predicted that considerably 

higher stocking rates could be combined with increased production of wheat and other 

cereal crops on newly subdivided holdings.48 That viewpoint found widespread 

acceptance in policy-making circles and led State and Commonwealth Governments 

to see farming as a means of providing employment for returned soldiers and 

migrants. The ‘general attitude to farming’ in those years was ‘so close to that which 

[was] developing in 1943’ that commissioners believed it deserved ‘careful review 

and intense analysis’. They warned that increased employment in the agricultural 

sector had not been accompanied by any extension of overseas markets and that 

insufficient attention had been given to the disparity between ‘the production-cost 

structure’ of Australian rural industries and ‘the purchasing power of populations in 

other countries’.49 The glutting of already restricted markets and a fall in worldwide 

commodity prices had been exacerbated by the onset of economic depression in 1929, 

as well as by the Commonwealth Labor Government’s ill-considered decision to 

encourage farmers to grow more wheat, in the hope that this would help alleviate a 

crisis in the country’s balance of payments.50 

‘Your League would do very good service’, Wadham told a New South Wales 

witness, ‘if you could make the members and the general public’ appreciate that the 

settlement of returned men on the land was ‘bound up with prices’ for agricultural 

commodities and was ‘one of the major post-war problems’.51 This was, in fact, an 

issue on which there was a high level of understanding and agreement between 

commissioners and RSSAILA representatives. Western Australia’s Alfred Yeates had 

commenced by observing that ‘future success’ of land settlement and ‘rural 
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rehabilitation’ in general lay largely with ‘successful marketing … Practically all 

Australia’s primary industries … are exporting ones and … Australian costs are 

among the highest in the world.’52 Queensland’s Fraser East concurred, telling Wise: 

‘The whole thing depends upon that.’ The Western Australian Branch thought the 

solution lay in improvements to centralised marketing and commodity pooling. But 

while Wadham believed that marketing needed to be addressed, he declared his 

opposition to price stabilisation arrangements including home consumption prices, 

which he considered ‘both politically troublesome and financially awkward’ and, 

‘when long continued’, likely to discourage efforts ‘to improve efficiency and remedy 

faults in the cost structure’.53 

He laid more emphasis on reducing production costs and set about persuading 

RSSAILA witnesses that the future of Australian agriculture depended on putting an 

end to government-sponsored subdivision that created inefficient and economically 

unviable ‘one-man’ or ‘one-family’ farms. Lambert already had found considerable 

support from New South Wales Branch witnesses for the principle that farms should 

be capable of sustaining diversified production, and acreages determined on the basis 

that they would provide a living from the least profitable type of production.54 

Wadham, however, went further, advocating ‘commercial’ farming on big, aggregated 

holdings, large enough to provide sufficient capitalization for adequate 

mechanisation; although he realistically admitted that it would probably be necessary 

to strike a balance between economic and political considerations and establish ‘two-

man farms’, large enough for an owner and an employee.55 

One of the advantages of commercial farming from Wadham’s standpoint was 

that it could absorb former soldiers who would be better off as agricultural labourers, 

rather than as owners or managers. He pursued this idea with customary vigour, 

leading a witness from the Victorian Chamber of Agriculture by suggesting that ‘after 

the last war there were a number of fellows who were good workers on the land’ but 

were ‘quite incompetent’ at budgeting or planning: ‘Did you encounter any of those 

sorts?’56 He led RSSAILA witnesses just as blatantly, finding there was support from 

the New South Wales Branch for the idea, but reservations about how easy it would 

be to satisfy preconditions: for example, establishing a regulated or ‘award’ system of 

agricultural wages and providing adequate farm accommodation and amenities so that 

workers were not ‘merely “pigging it” in a humpy’.57 The Western Australian Branch 
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agreed with Wadham’s idea in principle, but sounded a note of caution, referring to 

the mixed fortunes of group settlement schemes in their State, the seasonal character 

of much of the employment and the difficulty of identifying men with management 

potential. ‘It is almost impossible to say which man will succeed and which will not’, 

commented Yeates. Apparently Wadham’s fellow commissioners thought so too, 

because no attempt was made to translate it into a formal recommendation in the 

second report. 

Wadham and Lambert also tried to use the inquiry process to persuade the 

RSSAILA to abandon its opposition to ‘alien’—meaning Italian—land ownership. 

Was it reasonable, Wadham asked Queensland’s Fraser East, to dispossess Italian 

landholders when their leases expired? ‘I gather that in many cases the Italians 

actually purchased their leases from Britishers’, he continued. East admitted this was 

so, ‘and in most cases at a very considerable profit’. ‘And you suggest that those 

leases should be compulsorily resumed and that those who paid the premium in that 

way should be dispossessed?’ East said that was indeed what he was suggesting, 

prompting Wadham to inquire whether he envisaged treating naturalised Italians in 

the same way as those who were not naturalised. ‘Yes’, said East. ‘That would not 

make a very pretty story in straight dealing’, Wadham retorted with crushing 

finality.58 

Lambert too did not hesitate to tackle the League’s self-serving stance, 

observing to East that, between the wars, branches and sub-branches had been 

‘persistent advocates on behalf of the claims of all soldier settlers, without regard to 

their merits, with the result that very often the worst type of soldier settler [had] set 

the pace’. He wanted to know whether those responsible for the administration of 

WSLS could ‘look forward to some help from your central League to get over that 

difficulty’, but was not encouraged by what he heard. Where this became critical was 

when Dyett and representatives of the State Land Settlement Committees appeared 

before commissioners on 25 October with their draft WSLS bill. Like the RRC, and 

particularly Wadham, the RSSAILA was not impressed by the lax and unaccountable 

fashion in which State Governments had expended Commonwealth funding for both 

soldier settlement and rural debt adjustment and sought a solution through the creation 

of a dedicated Commonwealth body to oversee administration of the new WSLS 

scheme.59 But the RSSAILA, unlike the RRC, insisted that its proposed 
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Commonwealth Land Settlement Commission (LSC) ought to be staffed solely by 

returned servicemen and control all aspects of WSLS ‘entirely’.60 

The administrative implications of these arrangements were raised at the 

outset by Murphy and Lambert, who inquired whether returned servicemen nominated 

by the RSSAILA would necessarily be qualified for senior management roles of this 

character and whether it was practical and cost-effective for the proposed LSC and its 

subsidiary State Land Settlement Boards to appoint their own staff and not utilise the 

services of existing State agencies such as Lands Departments and Rural Banks. An 

emotional Dyett responded that ‘it would cause complications, much embarrassment, 

heart burnings, and would be pregnant with pitfalls if the Commission were not to 

have the power to appoint its own personnel, entirely as a separate structure’.61 Under 

forceful questioning from Lambert and Wadham he admitted that he envisaged the 

LSC being able to ‘attract to the Commonwealth Public Service sufficient State 

officers’; though (as the RRC’s second report commented), it ‘was not made clear 

how the transfer … was to be effected, and what was to be done with them when the 

bulk of the soldier settlement work was completed’.62 

The constitutional implications of the RSSAILA proposals were far more 

intractable. Contrary to League claims, the Commonwealth could not take exclusive 

control of all aspects of WSLS unless by referendum it was given power over land 

utilisation and settlement.63 Pressed by Murphy, Dyett conceded that these were State 

preserves and the Commonwealth ‘[had] not the power’ (and was unlikely to obtain 

the power) to assume sole charge of them. ‘We take no part in such developments’, he 

disarmingly continued, ‘but we envisage … that the Commonwealth Government 

shall establish its own land settlement scheme and if necessary superimpose a separate 

structure … to obviate a repetition of … the heart-rendering experiences after the last 

war.’ During further exchanges with Murphy and Lambert he interjected that there 

would be ‘another war’ before the matter was determined. Yet he and his colleagues 

declined to modify their proposal for exclusive control through a completely separate 

LSC.64 

The RRC agreed that Commonwealth Government involvement was ‘a 

necessity’ because it seemed ‘inevitable’ that it would ‘be required to play the greater 

part in the financing of settlement’ (perhaps as much as £160 million ‘or more’ to 

settle perhaps as many as 50,000 servicemen), and because it was responsible for 
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repatriation and international trade agreements. Since the success of new land 

settlement was dependent on finding markets for increased production, commissioners 

considered it vital that a Commonwealth body decide which schemes were 

sufficiently viable to warrant funding. At the same time, they acknowledged that State 

Governments would have to select settlers and acquire and prepare suitable land 

because they were responsible for the land settlement function.65 

Commissioners—who already had identified ill-defined relationships and 

ensuing uncertainty over the boundaries between Commonwealth repatriation and 

State land utilisation functions as one of the major ‘lessons’ from the history of the 

First World War scheme66—accordingly advocated collaborative arrangements based 

on ‘complementary machinery for finance and administration’. One element would be 

a ‘Commonwealth Investigating Authority’, which would examine and advise the 

Commonwealth Government on the suitability of settlement plans formulated by 

‘State’ (and ‘Regional’) ‘Soldier Settlement Authorities’. Commissioners saw this as 

advantageous because it placed a veto in the hands of a nominally independent 

Commonwealth agency. The Soldier Settlement Authorities in each State would 

meanwhile monitor work and expenditure preceding the allotment of farms to 

individual settlers, including the provision of improvements and the training of 

applicants.67 The other element would be a ‘Commonwealth Financing Authority’ 

which would operate as a branch of the Commonwealth (Mortgage) Bank and use 

‘State rural credit organizations [like the Rural Bank of New South Wales] as its 

agents’, providing integrated financial services linked with technical guidance and 

advice from State Agriculture Departments.68 The attraction of this arrangement for 

commissioners was its flexibility. Soldier settlers could be advised, supervised or 

managed as individual circumstances and prevailing economic conditions required.69 

In comparison the RSSAILA’s proposed LSC was ‘given almost an open 

charter’ and allowed to acquire land and fix terms to the settler.70 This was ‘so like the 

provisions of the last Soldier Settlement [Scheme]’, Lambert observed, that ‘it 

frightens me’.71 Commissioners’ concerns were heightened by their realisation that 

the RSSAILA envisaged providing what effectively was a double concession by 

limiting lease payments as well as interest rates on advances for plant and stock to 2% 

indefinitely and calculating lease payments on the basis of ‘productive’ (not market) 

value, fixed with ‘regard to the net annual revenue which can be derived from the land 
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when worked with reasonable efficiency and diligence and after deducting all costs of 

production, including labour and management’. While commissioners themselves 

favoured valuation on this basis, they proposed setting limits so that all advances were 

interest free for five years, charged at 2% for the next five years, then fixed at the 

prevailing market rate thereafter. With freehold tenure—which they favoured over 

leasehold—commissioners calculated this would provide 30% equity for an individual 

settler after ten years.72 These concessions would be hedged to prevent settlers from 

trafficking by sub-letting or reselling: practices that were shamelessly defended by 

RSSAILA witnesses. 

Similarly self-serving was the RSSAILA’s definition of a ‘returned soldier’ as 

‘a person who during the war of 1914-1918 or during the war which commenced on 

the third day of September 1939 …served … in a combat area’.73 The RRC pointed 

out that this definition meant that the draft legislation’s generous provisions would 

apply not only to soldiers of the Second World War but also to those from the First 

World War. The implications were staggering. At the conclusion of the Second World 

War returned soldiers could be competing with their own fathers for allotments and 

interest concessions. The RSSAILA’s call is not altogether surprising because First 

World War veterans dominated the League until the 1960s. But it placed the 

Commonwealth Government in a quandary, as Crawford, the Director of Research in 

the Ministry of Post-War Reconstruction noted when urging Coombs, the Director-

General, to widen the scheme to include First World War veterans who saw action in 

the Second World War.74 

 

Martin and Penny do not analyse the ‘procedures of scrutiny and comment’ to which 

the second report on WSLS was subjected, suggesting it was dealt with expeditiously 

at Chifley’s direction and therefore spared the ‘delays’ between completion and 

release to the public that occurred with all subsequent reports. They further imply that 

the second report was exceptional in that commissioners were not pressured by 

officials or ministers ‘to alter details … for essentially political reasons’. Although 

they concede that ‘some commissioners—and most notably Wadham—occasionally 

resisted such pressure … they gave every indication of being willing tools’ of Post-

War Reconstruction ‘ideologues’.75 This is a serious misreading of the political 

environment in which the second report and its recommendations were reviewed and 
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prepared for transmission to Cabinet and two Premiers’ Conferences. Even before the 

report was formally presented to Chifley on 18 January 1944, Lambert had come 

under sustained pressure from Crawford to amend details in the RRC’s draft. 

Subsequently, Wadham took such exception to Post-War Reconstruction’s proposed 

Cabinet agendum that he wrote to Coombs threatening to use his position as an 

established media commentator to publicise his disagreements.76 And on 29 May 

1944, Wise wrote to Coombs insisting that all four commissioners had ‘no reason to 

depart in principle from the views … and recommendations’ contained in the second 

report. It seemed to them, he continued, ‘that the Government will require to consider 

whether it will adopt the Commission’s Report and recommendations or some other 

plan. We feel that responsibility for that decision rests with the Government itself.’77 

The extent of this standoff—which, as Wise observed, went beyond disputes 

over leasehold tenure to embrace ‘very important points of difference’ relating chiefly 

‘to finance (including financial concessions to settlers) and the division of 

administrative and financial responsibilities between the Commonwealth and State 

Governments respectively’78—was not immediately apparent in Crawford’s initial 

response. Writing to Lambert on 29 December 1943, he admitted that ‘some of the 

major points in my notes are no more than queries in my mind’, but they ‘are meant to 

help—they should not disguise my general agreement and pleasure with your general 

approach to a difficult problem’.79 Yet in a minute for Coombs (dated 3 January 

1944—‘a holiday?’), Crawford reported that he had ‘sent a few innocuous queries to 

Mr Lambert on his draft, but [was] convinced that the report wants rewriting’.80 The 

surviving records are patchy. However, there is no evidence that Crawford’s more 

trenchant comments were forwarded to commissioners or that significant rewriting 

occurred. Some minor amendments along the lines suggested in Crawford’s 

December letter were nevertheless incorporated in the report, notably an estimate 

(judged by Crawford to be excessive) of the likely numbers of settlers (50,000 or 9% 

of returned servicemen) and the anticipated costs to governments. A small dustup then 

occurred over the brevity of Post-War Reconstruction’s executive summary, with 

Wise forwarding commissioners’ own more extensive version directly to Chifley on 

28 January. 

Crawford was already preparing an outline for a Cabinet agendum and—

somewhat ironically in view of the RRC’s own strictures against the RSSAILA’s draft 
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bill—did not hesitate to criticise commissioners for failing to provide enough 

administrative detail of the kind needed for legislation. His own draft was circulated 

for comment to the Department of Commerce and Agriculture in the third week of 

March before being forwarded to Treasury and the Commonwealth Bank. A two page 

document, ‘Matters for Discussion with the Rural Reconstruction Commission’, was 

then drawn up and considered at meetings with Lambert in Canberra on 21 April and 

in Sydney on 26 April.81 The submission disclosed that Treasury had ‘definite views’ 

on the division of financial responsibilities between governments and, like Post-War 

Reconstruction, considered the RRC’s scheme to be ‘overweighted against the 

Commonwealth’. Both agencies consequently wanted to set stricter limits to the 

amount of WSLS to be financed under agreement with the States and believed this 

could be accomplished by reducing commissioners’ emphasis on ownership, 

promoting other avenues for rural employment as tenants, share farmers or 

contractors, offering no interest concessions on advances to purchase stock or 

machinery, and substituting leasehold for freehold tenure. 

Crawford had failed to persuade Lambert to give ground on leasehold tenure, 

which had been embraced by the RSSAILA for the reasons that freehold was not 

possible under Commonwealth law and leasehold did ‘not conduce to a high 

capitalisation in land value to convert to a freehold tenure’.82 Murphy had described 

the League’s support for leasehold (with an option to purchase—inserted at the 

insistence of the Victorian Branch) as ‘very contentious’.83 However, there was 

insufficient time to pursue the reasons when commissioners met the Federal 

Executive on 31 May, and it was not raised at the October meeting which considered 

the draft WSLS bill. But the RRC’s first report (written by Wadham) declared that 

leasehold led ‘to low-grade exploitative occupancy’, whereas freehold gave farmers 

an incentive to service their holdings properly.84 Freehold thus was fundamental to 

putting the country’s agricultural production on a sustainable basis. Wise could see 

advantages in the Western Australian system of perpetual leasehold, but maintained 

that the leasehold tenure proposed in the draft Cabinet agendum was unacceptable 

because it was ‘far more rigid in its restrictions on the lessee than any existing 

perpetual lease tenure’.85 

Crawford had also unsuccessfully pressed Lambert to follow through the 

implications of Wadham’s assertions that not all applicants would be suited to farm 
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ownership and Lambert’s own suggestion that agricultural employment offered a 

solution in the event of there being more applicants than available farms: matters on 

which commissioners had found a good deal of support in witness testimony. It may 

have been this Crawford had in mind when he complained to Coombs that the second 

report bore ‘no obvious relation to the evidence received’.86 In fact, the second report 

flagged these matters without making them the subject of formal recommendations. It 

warned that the ‘creation of settlement opportunities [would] be a slower moving 

process than the creation of farm employment opportunities’ and reiterated that 

settlement opportunities would be constrained by markets, prices, suitable land to 

produce for those markets, vicissitudes of climate and the qualifications and 

experience of settlers.87 

In a letter to Coombs, Wadham complained that Post-War Reconstruction’s 

draft Cabinet agendum was ‘agriculturally, financially and administratively … quite 

unsatisfactory’. Its proposal for vesting administration and financing of all aspects of 

WSLS in a single Commonwealth Rural Rehabilitation Board was ‘extremely 

unsatisfactory’; it would be ‘financially disastrous’ to permit settlers to engage in 

‘subsidiary activities (share-farming, contracting, etc.)’; and the substitution of 

leasehold for freehold tenure ‘would lead to exactly the same state of affairs as caused 

all the trouble last time’.88 Crawford responded by incorporating commissioners’ 

warnings about limited settlement opportunities in the first of five guiding principles 

for WSLS. He deleted references to tenancy, share farming and contracting and recast 

three further principles to incorporate the RSSAILA’s ‘valuable suggestions’—about 

the suitability of settlers, the preparation of holdings and adequate capitalisation—

which commissioners had endorsed in their second report. (Subsequently, a further 

principle was added dealing with agricultural extension services.) But Crawford 

offered no concessions on administration or finance and retained the commitment to 

leasehold tenure with the option to purchase (if the government wished to provide 

such an option) as the final guiding principle. 

A meeting of the four commissioners with Post-War Reconstruction’s senior 

officers in Canberra on 26 May failed to secure any modifications and ended with the 

decision that Wise would embody commissioners’ comments in a document to ‘be 

attached as an appendix’ to the Cabinet agendum. This document emphasised that 

commissioners did not regard ‘land settlement as a particularly suitable method of 
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rehabilitating returned servicemen’, and had only done so ‘at the definite request of 

Hon. the Minister’. One of their ‘main objectives … was to merge the returned men 

into the general body of farmers at an early date’, but this could not be accomplished 

under the proposed distribution of financial responsibilities between the 

Commonwealth and the States which offered no concessions to bring the rents on the 

soldiers’ blocks down to the most favourable of the existing perpetual leasehold rates 

(2½% in New South Wales). Wise pointed out that the States could claim that the 

Commonwealth had no constitutional right to impose leasehold tenure, and dismissed 

Treasury and Post-War Reconstruction arguments that in recommending freehold 

tenure and associated financial concessions the RRC was appropriating public funds 

to create private assets, pointing out that the same objection applied to all forms of 

assisted land settlement. And, while noting that the agendum offered the option for 

States to be ‘agents’ of the Commonwealth, he roundly criticised its preferred option 

that State Governments assume entire responsibility for the administration and 

financing of settlers after the allocation of their holdings, pointing out that there was 

‘no assurance that all the States [had] suitable credit facilities or sufficient resources 

for such a task’.89 

Chifley meanwhile had decided that he would not circulate the WSLS 

agendum to Cabinet.90 Instead it was referred to a ministerial sub-committee which 

submitted proposals to Cabinet on 14 July. Three days later the full text of the second 

report was tabled in the House of Representatives. On 19 July Prime Minister Curtin 

announced it was ‘not correct’ for journalists to presume ‘that Cabinet had adopted 

this report completely as a basis for its proposals’. After hearing advice from 

interested Commonwealth departments and external stakeholders, ministers had 

‘accepted only some of the RRC’s recommendations’. In particular, they had decided 

against establishing ‘separate Commonwealth authorities’ and intended to propose 

that State Governments carry out the scheme ‘as principals with certain 

Commonwealth financial aid’. This assistance would be available for settlement on a 

perpetual leasehold tenure of land and improvements with the option to purchase the 

improvements only or both land and improvements.91 

At a Premiers’ Conference on 25 August 1944 the issue of leasehold tenure 

proved contentious. So did the proposal that the States take primary responsibility for 

the management of WSLS. While the most affluent States—New South Wales, 
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Victoria and Queensland—were prepared to accept a modified version of the 

Commonwealth’s proposal that they act ‘as principals, carrying major administrative 

responsibility with certain financial assistance from the Commonwealth’—they 

insisted that the ‘condition and type of tenure … be a matter for the State to 

determine’. (Subsequently, New South Wales and Queensland ‘voluntarily adopted 

the perpetual leasehold type of tenure’.92) By contrast, the less affluent States—

Western Australia, South Australia and Tasmania—‘favoured the scheme in which 

the State [acted] as agent for the Commonwealth, which, though delegating 

considerable administrative duties to the States, [undertook] a greater share of the 

administrative and financial responsibility’. However, they wanted this scheme 

‘modified to throw a greater portion of the irrecoverable costs on the 

Commonwealth’. In return the Commonwealth expected them to implement perpetual 

leasehold tenure, to engage in the ‘fullest consultation’ with the Commonwealth 

Government, and to accept its ‘general supervision’.93 

Coombs had hoped to establish the scheme on a more uniform basis so that ex-

servicemen in any one State were given the same assistance in respect of land 

settlement as those in any other State. He judged it ‘reasonable for the 

Commonwealth to state its participation in terms of a leasehold system’, applying 

what is best described as cost-benefit analysis to both forms of tenure, to demonstrate 

that the RRC’s proposal (which was strongly backed by Victoria) was far more 

expensive.94 The RRC accepted that freehold tenure would require the settler to have 

a substantial amount of equity in his farm in order to be a success. To provide such 

equity the government would be required to offer settlers significant interest 

concessions over a longer period of time (as much as ten years). In estimating the total 

cost of settling one returned serviceman, Coombs incorporated costs associated with 

the preparation of the allotment, administrative costs, costs of financing the settler, 

contingent losses, interest on stock and equipment during the establishment period, 

loss of rental during the establishment period, and settler training. The bottom line 

was emphatically in the Commonwealth’s favour, with each soldier settler costing 

£2392 under the RRC’s freehold plan and only £1242 under the Commonwealth’s 

leasehold arrangements.95 

The debate about leasehold and freehold reveals a fundamental difference between 

ministers and commissioners that was for the most part based on their different 
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objectives. The RRC, in making its recommendations, was hoping to sow the seeds 

for long-term structural reform in the rural sector. It had exploited to the fullest extent 

its brief to make recommendations ‘as to the appropriate rural policy for Australia to 

follow post war …’.96 It had seized the opportunity to develop a separate policy on 

soldier settlement as the occasion for making a break with traditional patterns of 

settlement and type of settler. Similarly, it had sought to create a new approach to 

agricultural policy that was mindful of the Australian climate and topography, as well 

as economic and technological changes. This was in strong contrast to the 

Commonwealth Government’s outlook. By necessity it had short-term priorities on its 

agenda. Although Chifley in a letter to Wadham indicated that he desired a plan for 

future rural policy in general, the immediate problem was how best to repatriate 

returned servicemen.97 He required a policy that would avoid past mistakes and be 

cost effective. The choice of leasehold land tenure suggests that the Commonwealth 

was attracted not only by the lower costs, but also by the likelihood of steady and 

somewhat more immediate revenue flows.98 

In order to reach a settlement at the reconvened Premiers’ Conference on 5 

October, the Commonwealth agreed to make separate agreements according to 

whether the States were ‘principals’ or ‘agents’. It not only found itself obliged to 

give ground on leasehold tenure, in the face of persistent lobbying by Victoria, but to 

offer further financial concessions. It already had agreed to bear all the costs involved 

in training returned servicemen, whereas the RRC had envisaged the States taking 

responsibility for the administrative costs of farm employment and training.99 It now 

moved to win over the three poorer States by proposing that it would meet three-

fifths, rather than one-half, of ‘the difference between the cost of the property and the 

agreed productive value’. It also accepted a proposal by the three more affluent States 

that it ‘bear in addition to the costs outlined in the original proposals’ one-half of the 

cost of rental or interest concessions and one-half of ‘any subsequent losses arising 

from guarantees given in regard to special interest arrangements’ for settlers.100 

 

Given the complexity and sensitivity of WSLS, in terms of relations between the 

Commonwealth Government and the RSSAILA on the one hand and between 

Commonwealth and State Governments on the other, it is understandable why Cabinet 

should have referred the entire matter to a commission of inquiry. Rather than letting 
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one very active pressure group serve as the principal source of policy advice, as it did 

after the First World War, the Commonwealth used the RRC to place the RSSAILA at 

the same level as other stakeholders and keep its officers at arms’ length. In addition 

to permitting a full range of opinions to be ventilated, it made it possible to initiate 

negotiations with State Governments on a set of guiding principles derived from 

recommendations of an ostensibly expert and disinterested group. 

Those who have written about the RRC generally have agreed that it began its 

existence an independent, expert commission of inquiry. Martin and Penny attribute 

its success to the way in which commissioners allowed themselves to become ‘willing 

tools’ of Post-War Reconstruction bureaucrats. Butlin and Schedvin assume its 

continuing independence and measure its success by ticking off recommendations that 

made their way into policy. They note that five of the six guiding ‘principles 

suggested by Cabinet as a basis for discussion with the States’ and afterwards 

included in preambles to WSLS agreements derived directly from the RRC’s second 

report. The one principle—perpetual leasehold tenure—that did not was eventually 

assented to by all states except Victoria. Although Butlin and Schedvin accept that 

‘there was room for serious argument’ about tenure, they do not grasp the essentially 

opportunistic character of the RSSAILA’s stance on this issue. Nor do they appreciate 

the centrality of ‘ownership’ through freehold tenure to the RRC’s blueprint for 

sustainable agriculture: a point Lambert emphasised in correspondence with Wadham 

as well as in the fourth chapter of the ninth report on rural land tenure and 

valuation.101 

By treating the RRC as an inquiry in the style of a Royal Commission rather than 

as an advisory inquiry of the type normally used in policy formation, these 

commentators have neglected or downplayed commissioners’ own agendas. Acting as 

stakeholders who construed their role to include the accommodation of other 

stakeholders, commissioners seized opportunities presented by the more informal 

inquiry process to secure broad agreement on guiding principles. Encouraged by 

Wadham, they drew—and led RSSAILA branch witnesses to draw—‘lessons’ from 

the post-First World War soldier settlement experience as well as from the history of 

land settlement in general. Among the more important of these lessons was that 

leasehold tenure led to exploitative land use, whereas ownership encouraged 

producers to act in an environmentally responsible fashion and implement measures 
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that enhanced productivity over time. This lesson was of a piece with the cautious, 

even ‘pessimistic’, approach to WSLS which commissioners adopted and closed 

ranks to defend in the face of opposition from officers in Treasury and Post-War 

Reconstruction. 

Far from being ‘willing tools’ of Crawford and Coombs, commissioners emerged 

as doughty opponents prepared to maintain their view that the success of any new 

WSLS scheme depended on the formal demarcation of administrative and financial 

responsibilities between Commonwealth and State Governments. This too was a 

lesson that the RRC, in common with the RSSAILA, had drawn from previous soldier 

settlement experiments. But while the RSSAILA adopted a naïve, opportunistic and 

ultimately unrealisable commitment to exclusive Commonwealth control, the RRC 

moved to secure an arrangement that divided administrative responsibilities according 

to whether they related to the Commonwealth function of repatriation or the State 

function of land settlement. The demarcation of financial responsibilities proved more 

problematic, with officers from Treasury and Post-War Reconstruction seeking to 

limit or reduce charges on the public purse. Here again, commissioners proved 

themselves determined advocates, ready to champion the RSSAILA’s demand for 

financial concessions at least as generous as those enjoyed by settlers in general. Their 

readiness to accommodate RSSAILA interests in this fashion suggests that writers 

like Kristianson, who have seen WSLS as an unqualified ‘defeat’ for the RSSAILA, 

have failed to understand the complex policy-making environment which resulted 

from the wartime Labor Governments’ preference for seeking supposedly 

disinterested advice through the inquiry process. 
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